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INTRODUCTION
Shinkin banks are cooperative regional financial institutions serving small and medium-sized companies and local residents with the objective set by the Shinkin Bank Act in Japan. Their membership comprises local residents and small and mediumsized enterprises. Shinkin banks' distinctive characteristic is that they have a strong relationship of mutual trust with their customers and communities. Companies with over 300 employees, however, are prohibited from membership. Shinkin banks limit their lending, in principle, to members. However, their functions are almost the same as those of commercial banks, and they also deal with many people who are not members, accepting deposits, providing exchange services, accepting payments, including those for public utilities, and engaging in over-the-counter sales of public bonds, investment trust funds, and insurance. This paper examines the effects of consolidations among Shinkin banks, which are deposit-taking cooperatives of small businesses and analyzes whether a consolidation can be an effective means for surviving. During the period when a variety of banks were merged in the 1990s in Japan, after the burst of the bubble economy, the number of Shinkin banks also declined, from 483 in 1971 decreasing almost by half to 267 in 2013. The number of city banks became 5 from 14, and that of second regional banks went down to 41 from 71 during the same period as shown in Table 1 . Here, it is examined whether consolidations of Shinkin banks enhance the efficiency, the profitability and the stabilization of surviving banks, using their financial statements from 1989 to 2008 which includes the period when a large number of Shinkin banks have merged.
The purposes of mergers among banks are not the same. Kazusaka and Naruse (2003) point out that while Shinkin banks have merged in order to strengthen their management platform, aiming at raising profitability and efficiency in economies of scale, city banks aimed at more cost-saving and diversifying revenue stream. The 2012 Annual Report of Deposit Insurance Corporation of Japan (DICJ) describes that the number of bankrupted Shinkin banks was only 1 in 1992 and 1993 respectively, none from 1994 to 1998, 2 in 1999, and 23 between 2000 and 2002. After 2002, the number becomes 0 again; however, waves of mergers had been accelerated over those periods.
Harada and Kitamura (2016a) report that Shinkin bank mergers actively took place in the first half of the 2000's. 46% of all mergers (70 cases of the total 153 cases) took place during the period. Merger activities were not necessarily concentrated in urban areas, the volume of total assets, profits and the costefficiency of absorbed Shinkin banks were relatively low, and absorbed Shinkin banks failed to diversify their revenue streams. Harada and Kitamura (2016b) focus on examining simple merger cases after classifying all cases into five categories, due to the complexity of Shinkin bank mergers (Appendix A shows some Shinkin bank merger cases).
Financial institutions, especially regional financial institutions for small businesses in rural areas, are seriously affected by economic circumstances at a time when the labor force is shrinking as a result of the falling birth rate and the aging population. The decline in domestic population from the acceleration of demographic aging and the expectation for the regional economy to shrink creates competitive circumstances for regional financial institutions to survive. Regional financial institutions are also facing changes in the regulation system such as globalization and deregulation. As a strategy of how to cope with these economic changes, mergers have been pushed throughout the industry.
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HISTORY OF SHINKIN BANKS
Shinkin banks are deposit-taking regional financial institutions serving small and medium enterprises and local residents. People who live, work, or have an office in the region served by the bank can become a member. Unlike Shinkin banks, credit union (Shinyo Kumiai) is another type of deposit-taking regional financial institutions specializing in small and medium enterprises, which accepts deposits only from members.
Shinkin banks were established in 1951 when the Shinkin Bank Act was legislated. The law was amended several times and the most recent revision was in 2014, where the requirements for cases in which Shinkin banks and labor banks prescribing additional rules in their articles were changed. One of the most important changes took place in 1968 when the minimum capital was increased to enlarge its eligibility of members by admitting loans to members up to 20% of total loans, and to strengthen the authorities of the representative meetings. This meant that Shinkin banks could give loans to nonmember companies if the share to non-member companies were below 20%.
The size of Shinkin banks is generally smaller than ordinary banks. As of March 2015, the total deposits outstanding amount is 131 trillion yen, but the total loans outstanding amount is slightly less than the half of the total deposits. The difference between deposits and loans is the money deposited to the Shinkin Central Bank.
The Shinkin Central Bank serves as the central bank for Shinkin banks, making loans to and accepting deposits from Shinkin banks. The central bank provides support for Shinkin banks' financial services and in the areas of asset liability management to help Shinkin banks raise profitability and strengthen risk management systems. As the Bank of Japan acts as a clearing house for domestic exchange transactions among banks, the Shinkin central bank serves as a clearing house for Shinkin banks. The central bank invests money in bonds and other assets by using deposits and issuing debentures. As of March 2015, the total amount of funding was over 3.1 trillion yen. The deposits received from Shinkin banks were more than 25 trillion yen. The number of debentures was 0.63 trillion yen. The outstanding amount of government bonds was over 11 trillion yen, out of the 19 trillion yen total securities outstanding amount. The Shinkin Central Bank had been supporting Shinkin banks to resolve various issues, however, the collapse of land and share prices in the early 1990s was a major blow to the Shinkin industry.
A number of Shinkin banks received financial assistance from the mutual insurance system of the industry when the Shinkin banks merged other unhealthy Shinkin banks. Two laws for promoting capital injection to solvent banks were enacted in 1998 but Shinkin banks were seldom recapitalized under the laws despite the decreasing number of Shinkin banks.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Mergers among financial institutions increased from the late 1990s to the early 2000s after banks in Japan suffered from a tremendous amount of nonperforming loans. Merger activities seemed to have calmed down as the number of mergers suddenly declined soon after 2000, regional financial institutions started to merge again in recent years. Regional financial institutions were seriously affected by changes in economic circumstances such as falling birth rate and the aging population. Although mergers might seem to be a way for survival, there are limited numbers of related studies examining the effects and consequences of mergers among Japanese regional financial institutions. Regional banks' mergers are examined but there are only a few for Shinkin banks because the organizational structure and purpose for the establishment of Shinkin banks are quite different from other types of regional banks, as explained in the previous section, and Shinkin banks' merger activities were complicated. Berger et al. (1999) Shinkin banks are classified into three groups: "the surviving bank" (that takes control of another Shinkin bank); "the absorbed bank" (that has been consumed by a surviving one) and "the control bank" (that is set up in a way that it belongs to the same area as the surviving bank and has not been related to any merger activities during the sample period). From this subsection onward, the surviving bank is called as "the merger", the absorbed bank as "the absorbed" and the control bank as "the control".
Area matching is also taken into consideration as it is the distinctive characteristics of Shinkin banks. Shinkin banks are regulated their lending activities by law, in principle, to members, which comprise local residents and small and medium-sized enterprises within a region (http://www.shinkin-centralbank.jp/e/financial/ index.html#fi04 (accessed 31 July 2018)). Yamamoto (2011) and Horie (2015) point out the importance of area matching to assess the regional banks' performances.
In order to evaluate the pre-and post-merger performances of Shinkin banks, sample banks whose financial statement data are available for the year of a merger and every 5 years before and after the merger year have been chosen. Due to the selection process, the number of banks dropped as Shinkin banks' merger activities were very complicated (see http://c-faculty.chuo-u.ac.jp/blog/kimieh/files/2017/ 05/Shinkin-E-elimination-and-consolidation.pdf (accessed 31 July 2018) for all merger cases.). The greater part of mergers was pair mergers involving two banks at a time, but sometimes three or more banks were involved. In the following, this study will focus only on pair mergers that are hereinafter referred to as "simple" mergers. Table 2 shows the sample size of mergers. Figures 1 and 2 present the number of mergers by prefecture and year, respectively. In the analysis, the standard balance sheet ratios are used to estimate the pre-and post-merger performances of Shinkin Banks. The return on assets (ROA), net business income, and loans to deposit spread, and overall interest spread are used as measures for a bank's profitability. Cost to income ratio, personnel expenses ratio and cost of equipment ratio measures for its efficiency in terms of cost reduction. Capital adequacy ratio (CAR) and Loans to Deposits ratio are measures for soundness (which means being financially secured) of Shinkin banks. Table 3 shows the details of these variables.
The post-merger performances of Shinkin banks
Before estimating the influence of mergers on managerial performances of Shinkin banks, following data are briefly examined; key balance sheet indicators, profitability, soundness and efficiency, over an 11-year period including before and after 5 years as a reference of the merger year. . It can clearly be seen that both indicators for the absorbed sharply decline from 0.2% at period t-5 to -0.6% at period t-1, while both the merger and the control have remained positive for 5 years before the merger year t.
Profitability of the control has stayed positive at period t and the following 4 years but dropped at period t+5. While profitability of the merger temporally becomes negative at period t, it gradually begins to recover in two years after the mergers and stays positive. Looking at figure 3-1, it is likely that the absorbed is less profitable than the merger and the control. During years after merger year t, the profitability of the merger becomes lower than the controls, which suggests that there are some merger effects on profitability. 
Efficiency (in terms of cost reduction)
Figure 3-2 shows patterns and trends in efficiency indicators. The cost income ratio of the absorbed is higher than others, which implies that Shinkin banks with relatively high cost tend to be the absorbed. The cost income ratio of the control is lower than the merger for the first two periods, then becomes larger than the merger. On the other hand, the merger keeps its cost-income ratio lower most times. The cost income ratio of the merger especially dropped soon after the merger-year t. This pattern can clearly be seen in the personnel expense to income ratio and not in the cost of equipment income ratios. These results suggest that mergers may improve cost efficiency through attrition. 
Soundness
Measures for soundness of Shinkin banks are CAR and loans to deposits ratio. According to Figure 3-3 , CAR of the control is the highest among all banks, while loans to deposits ratio are the lowest of all throughout the sample periods. CAR of the absorber is the lowest among banks and steadily declines from period t-5 to t-1. The absorbed tends to be underperforming and unhealthy. CAR of the merger seems to deteriorate as a result of the merger. It slightly increases after the merger but does not regain its premerger level. Loans to deposits ratios tend to decline throughout the sample periods, which reflect that loans have been sluggish in the entire financial industry. Neither of these two measures reveals clear merger effects on Shinkin banks' soundness. 
EVALUATING INFLUENCES AND DISCUSSIONS OF MERGER ACTIVITIES

Consequences of mergers
Influences of a merger are examined by comparing pre-and post-merger periods' data with controlling trends in banks' operating regional area and merger activities of Shinkin banks are discussed. Let − ( = 1,2, ⋯ , 5) be a characteristic variable X of a merger bank at the pre-merger period( − ), where t denotes the year of a merger. Similarly, − is a variable of a control bank at pre-merger period( − ), where the control bank is in the corresponding area of the treatment bank (i.e., the merger). The gap between them（ − − − ）for each l is an estimated pre-merger variable X and is denoted by ̂− . Then a simple average over l is taken,
in order to construct the average pre-merger relative value ̂. For the post-merger value of X, we obtain + ( = 1,2, ⋯ ,5) and + in the same manner as the pre-merger value. We then take a difference of ̂ and + for each l, denoting the difference by ̂, + . Now we are in a position to test whether the difference between the post-merger value of ̂, + and the average pre-merger relative value ̂ is significantly zero or not for each = 1, 3, 5. In addition to the t-test for equal means, we also perform Wilcoxon signed-rank test for the null hypothesis that the distribution of (̂−̂, + ) has median zero. Test results are summarized as follows:
5.1.1. Profitability Table 4 
Efficiency (in terms of cost reduction)
The cost to income ratio as an indicator of efficiency is shown in Table 4 -2. It significantly decreases immediately after the merger. The cost ratio was decomposed into two major components: expense and cost of equipment to income ratios, respectively, then found that personnel expense ratio significantly decreases. The results show that mergers contribute to cost reduction, especially in the personnel cost. 
Soundness
From Table 4 -3, it is observed that CAR and loans to deposits ratios dropped soon after the merger, the results correspond to what is found in Figure 3-3 . While CAR steadily recovered between 1 year and 5 year post-merger periods, loans to deposits ratios continued to decrease. Table 4 -3 suggests that mergers, to some extent, strengthen the soundness of Shinkin banks, which presents a contrast to the result in Table 4 -3. 
Panel data analysis
In this subsection, a fixed effect model of panel data analysis is performed to test whether Shinkin banks' mergers have positive influences on their performances. The estimation equation is
where is Shinkin bank's characteristic variable, 0 is a constant, (t = 1990, 1991, ⋯ 2008) is a year dummy, is a fixed effect of Shinkin bank i, and is an error term.
( ) is a merger-dummy which is equal to 1 if Shinkin bank i is the merger at the period l (given that t is the merger year, = t − 5, ⋯ , t − 1, t, t + 1, ⋯ , t + 5). From the above equation, effects of mergers on Shinkin bank's performance at period l is estimated as . refers to the differencein-difference estimator.
By the Financial Rehabilitation Law and the Financial Function Strengthening Law in 1998, the government prompted capital injection to solvent banks, as undertaking actions such as business transfers and mergers. Although Shinkin banks have received no government recapitalization until 2006, the Deposit insurance corporation of Japan provided financial assistance to those Shinkin banks that merge failed Shinkin banks between 1999 and 2002. In order to take into account the effect of the financial support on their performances, additionally, the sample excluding three cases where financial supports are provided in the face of a merger is also conducted. Estimation results are shown below. Table 5 -1 provides estimation results on profitability indicators, ROA, net business income to total assets ratio, loans to deposits spread, and overall interest spread. Profitability indicators deteriorate at merger year t. ROA and net business income ratio significantly decrease between the periods of merger year t and 2-years after the merger, t+2. Then ROA rises from -1.14 at the period t+2, to 0.38 at the period t+3, and net business income to total asset ratio from -0.97 at the period t+2, to 0.35 at the period t+3, respectively. Mergers tend to be less profitable relative to the control over pre-merger 5 years. For post-merger periods, profitability tends to improve within three years, which seems even higher relative to that of the control. Table 5 -1 suggests that mergers are relatively less profitable before the merge, even though it temporally decreases its profitability at the merger year. It then becomes more profitable after a while, i.e., about three years of mergers. 
Profitability
Efficiency in terms of cost reduction
Efficiency in terms of cost reduction is summarized in Table 5 -2. The cost income ratios are relatively higher than the control during pre-merger 5 periods, while they significantly decrease over up to 5 periods after mergers. Decomposing the cost income ratios into two major components, they are personnel expenses and cost of equipment to income ratios. From Table 5 -2 it is found that personnel expenses significantly and considerably decrease after mergers. On the other hand, it is not possible to obtain significant results on the cost equipment to income ratios. Table 5 -2 suggests that mergers promote a reduction in personnel expenses to income ratio, leading to better cost efficiency. 
Soundness
The measures of soundness are CAR and loans to deposits ratio. Table 5 -3 shows that CAR is significantly lower relative to the control for the premerger periods. The post-merger CARs over up to 5 years after merger continued to deteriorate, although none of them was significant. For loans to deposits ratios, significant results are not observed, showing that loans to deposits ratios are relatively low for the control throughout the sample periods. Table 5 -3 implies that relatively unhealthy banks tend to be the merger.
Three cases where the mergers received financial support from the deposit insurance corporate are not included in the sample. The results show a similar tendency to that of all the sample estimations. Table 5 In summary, there is some evidence that mergers have some cost efficiency effects on Shinkin banks' post-merger performances. The profitability tends to increase in approximately three years after mergers. As for soundness, mergers may deteriorate the CARs of the merger and weaken its soundness. Sakai, Tsuru and Hosono (2009) find that merged Shinkin banks are less profitable, worse in cost efficiency and have inferior soundness compared to surviving Shinkin banks. Our findings are similar to what they found although the sample period is different from that examined in their paper.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, influences of mergers, performances of Shinkin banks are analyzed by reviewing data, statistically comparing and estimating the pre-and post-merger financial indicators. One of the most plausible reasons for banks to engage in merger activities is that mergers tend to improve business performances of banks as suggested by Berger et al. (1999) . Our results indicate that mergers partially contribute to improve profitability and promote cost efficiency, especially reduce personnel expenses to income ratios. More closely, our main results show that mergers improve the profitability of merger banks even though they may temporally dampen it at the merger-year. The Mergers may also increase efficiency by cutting costs, especially in personnel expenses, and slightly improve CARs without regaining its pre-merger level. Positive effects on the merging Shinkin banks are observed.
Our results are not contradicting from those of many other studies concerning profitability and efficiency of bank mergers however corporate governance structure of Japanese Shinkin banks are rather different from ordinary banks. Hypothesis on maximizing shareholder value, financial stability hypothesis and empire hypothesis by managers mentioned in an earlier section are not strictly applicable for Shinkin banks as their operations are limited, they are not limited companies and the Shinkin Central Bank serves for individual Shinkin banks. The limitations of this study are that not all parts of theories are applicable due to the unique governance structure and only the parts relevant for our research are used. Future research can focus more on the theoretical framework of Shinkin banks such as agency problems and corporate governance issues.
This study contributes to the literature in the following points. First, a detailed explanation of all merger cases are shown on the website and all Shinkin banks data over the period 1989-2008 are used, which covers virtually all mergers in Japanese Shinkin banking sector. Especially, our data fully covers mergers in the period of the Japanese financial crisis in 1997-2002. Second, scrutinizing every merger, all mergers are classified into 5 types of mergers. Third, in order to determine accurate control group, the control group is matched with the merger (the treatment) banks by not only time but also an area (a prefecture). It is believed that this study built a good foundation for future researches within the field as merger activities of Shinkin banks were too complicated to analyze.
As a methodology to estimate merger effects, "difference in difference" (DID) is used. In DID, it is assumed that the treatment (the merger banks) and the control groups share parallel movement over time. The related literature points out that the method of DID does not overcome the so-called the selection bias problem. We partly overcome this problem by matching area and using the fixed-effect model. Lastly, we explicitly consider the effect of a capital injection by the government on post-merger performance. Capital injections seem to smoothen the negative impact of mergers on each characteristic variables of the merger.
Our findings show the positive merger effects on managerial performances of Shinkin banks. The results that mergers improve Shinkin banks' performance are supportive of the recent wave of mergers.
paper), 2) Sequential merger cases (a Shinkin bank repeatedly merging with other Shinkin banks), 3) Complex merger cases (merging and being merged repeatedly in a case), 4) Merger cases where other types of financial institutions are involved (credit unions are sometimes included), and 5) Others (Shinkin banks set to be dissolved or business transferred are in this category).
A Shinkin bank whose financial code is maintained is a surviving bank in the paper as names of banks are easily changed especially when they are involved in a merger. Some Shinkin banks changed their name when they merged with another Shinkin bank. Some Shinkin banks' name utilizing Chinese characters changed into the same name utilizing Japanese phonetic characters. Focusing on financial codes rather than Shinkin banks' name is easier to keep track of what is going on in a structural change. Ryugasaki Shinkin bank (Location: Ryugasakicity, Ibaraki prefecture, DICJ file number 73) gave loans to real estate and construction companies and applied for bankruptcy to the FSA when the loan turned into non-performing assets after the 'bubble economy'. The performance of Ishioka Shinkin bank (Location: Ishioka-city, Ibaraki prefecture, DICJ file number 172) faced a similar situation and the FSA identified the banks as a failed institution with excess liabilities as the bank's capital adequacy ratio turned into negative 4.9%. Mito Shinkin bank received financial assistance from DICJ as an assuming financial institution. The amount was 18.7 billion yen for Ryugasaki Shinkin bank and 35.6 billion yen for the case of Ishioka Shinkin bank.
1) Simple merger cases (examined in the paper
The financial assistance method is one of the two methods for protection and resolution of failed financial institutions. The insurance payment method is the second method, whereby payments are made to depositors, whereas in the financial assistance method, financial assistance is provided to an assuming financial institution. In order to minimize any disorder, priority is given to the financial assistance method. As an operation related to failure resolution, the DICJ implemented purchased assets worth 12.4 billion yen from Ryugasaki Shinkin bank and purchased assets worth 17.3 billion yen from Ishioka Shinkin bank as an asset purchase.
Tama Chuo Shinkin bank also sequentially merged with some Shinkin banks and changed its name to Tama There are many other complex merger cases in the Shinkin bank industry. Another case of a consolidation structure in Aomori prefecture is a good example that shows the meaning of an existing financial code rather than the name of a financial institution.
Aomori Shinkin bank, whose financial code is 1105 (Location: Hachinohe city, Aomori prefecture) merged with Aomori (written in Chinese character) Shinkin bank, Aomori (written in Japanese syllabary characters) Shinkin bank and so on.
Kita Ouu Shinkin bank merged with Aomori (Chinese character) Shinkin bank and changed its name as Aomori (Japanese syllabary characters) Shinkin bank in 1996. Kita Ouu Shinkin bank received financial assistance since Aomori (Chinese character) Shinkin bank was a failed bank. The newly born Aomori (Japanese syllabary characters) Shinkin bank had difficulty in operating business years later after merging with Tsugaru Shinkin bank in 1998. Hachinohe Shinkin bank offered a relief merger so Aomori (Japanese syllabary characters) Shin bank was merged by Hachinohe Shinkin bank in 2009. Two other Shinkin banks joined in the merger and the new bank name was changed to Aoimori, not Aomori, Shinkin bank and kept its existing financial code 1105. Aomori Shinkin bank is one of the biggest Shinkin banks in the Tohoku region and its business area covers the entire Aomori prefecture.
There are other similar cases which can be studied on the internet (All of the structural changes in the Shinkin bank industry is available in the following website: http://c-faculty.chuou.ac.jp/blog/kimieh/en/shinkin-e-elimination-andconsolidation/ (accessed 31 July 2018)). Other type of organizational restructuring includes the business transfer of a failed Shinkin bank and shift to an ordinary bank.
Utsunomiya Shinkin bank (Location: Utsunomiya city, Tochigi prefecture), after giving up the idea of self-resuscitation, offered for financial assistance to DICJ and its business transferred to five Shinkin banks in the Tochigi prefecture. It can be treated as five simple merger cases, but this case is not included in our sample and categorized into "5) Others" as Utsunomiya Shinkin bank is a bankrupted bank. The Shinkin bank failed due to factors including falling land prices, increasing non-performing loans and more.
Kamaishi Shinkin bank's (Location: Kamaishi city, Iwate prefecture) received financial assistance several times from DICJ but eventually filed for bankruptcy and its business was transferred to 
